
≪Model≫
Toyota Passo

Series DBA-KGC30 Year

Grade X FF

Fixed damping F F

with Upper R R

Fixed damping F F

Upper less R R

*U/M= Upper mount,  - = Upper mount less, P-AJ = Adjustable Pillow Upper mount

*1
The spring rate change is available on the ordering. choose the rate from Front 5,6K. Rear spring is not changeable due to its dedicated 

design.

Coaxial

-60～-35mm 2.7k - Threaded spacer
18 Dec

4k (*1) -
Compact S

948 60G B
-60～-30mm

£1,135.60

£1,053.31

4k (*1) P-AJ

2.7k -

U/M

Height 

adjusting

 system

D.O.R.

948 60G A
-55～-25mm

-60～-35mm

Coaxial
18 Dec

Threaded spacer

June 2010

NEWS1012-04

Drive

Type Part No. Price (excl.tax)
height adjustable

 range
SP rate

Cusco Compact S for
Toyota Passo (KGC30)

◇This product is dedicatedly designed for compact vehicle which has both comfortable ride feel and 

sport feel to enjoy winding road. This brings smooth and sharp driving, stable handling with saving roll. 
Also it offers comfortable ride feel with less pressure from ground.

◇We recommend this for

who wants to prior tranquillity, Standard upper mount type,
who wants to enjoy direct feel from handling, Pillow-upper mount type.

◇Height adjustable area is worked special coating for anti-rusting.

【Recommend for】

◇who is looking for coilover which can use for both daily use and sporty driving on winding.

◇who wants to prevent shaky feeling on motor way

◇who wants to enjoy both driving and low-down style

Height: F.- 60mm/R.- 60mm
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